SG Exec: Scraps Program Board: Revives Managing Group

By PETER STEINBERG

A recommendation to scrap the Student Government Activities Program Board (APB), established last term by Student Council, was unanimously passed at a meeting of the SG Executive Committee yesterday.

Proposed by SG President Mike Horowitz, the repeal proposal would have the effect of reinstating an SG Agency system.

With members of the Executive Committee terming the APB a "living monster," and Horowitz declaring it "unworkable in terms of getting people to do the job," a recommendation to establish an SG Board of Managers was adopted to give the "student body a general voice in Finney Center Affairs." The Board of Managers would be an SG Agency consisting of five members elected by Student Council and, as an ex-officio member, the chairman of the SG Social Functions Agency. Nominated as chairman and assistant chairman of the SG Social Functions Agency were Alan Linden and Barry Kahn. Former SG President Bart Cohen, Joenne Teitelbaum, and Bob Bissoff were nominated as members of the Agency.

The two Executive Committee recommendations will be brought before Student Council tomorrow. Council may take whatever action it deems appropriate, or no action at all.

In other business, the Executive Committee received a report from SG Service Agency chairman Bob Bissoff concerning the present SG sponsored student health insurance plan. According to Bissoff, $110 billion worth of insurance claims have thus far been received.

Army Draft-Bait Wait: College Career Sure

Young men are usually not drafted during the age of twenty-six until about half of the present time, leaving them ample time to complete their college education. According to Dr. Arthur O. Eggers, Selective Service Advisor at the College, the age of thirty-five instead of twenty-six, would have the effect of reinstating the APB Committee terming the APB a "living monster," and Horowitz declaring it "unworkable in terms of getting people to do the job." However, by applying for this deferment, the student makes himself eligible for the draft until the age of thirty-five instead of twenty-six.

A Selective Service Qualification Test may be taken (preferably in the Junior year). A pass on this test or superior standing will insure deferment.

Exchange Program:

NSA Recruiting Students For Education in Poland

Applications for a United States-Polish student exchange program will be accepted by the Nigeria Student Association (NSA) until November 15, according to a communiqué issued this month by NSA.

An exchange agreement between NSA, the national union of students of Poland was signed earlier this month by representatives of both organizations. The president of the Polish student union signed the agreement during a visit to the United States.

Two students from the U.S. and two from Poland will be selected to participate in the program. All expenses will be paid by the host student unions.

The communiqué adds that certain students will be given a reading and speaking knowledge of the Polish language, will be necessary at the time of applications.

The exchange agreement provides for two universities in the U.S. to accept the Polish students involved in the exchange. These universities will be selected on the basis of submitted applications. The communiqué notes that the exchange agreement is only one phase of increased contact between Polish and American students.

Several students registering for elementary Russian class this term. In fact, Professor Olli said, the high number of students registering for elementary Russian this term caused the Registrar to open two sections instead of the one promised last June. The two sections are being taught by Assistant professors Eugene Gottlieb and Charles Oppenheimer. Professor Olli cited these numbers as proof of the success and popularity of the course in Russian. He described them as really interested and eager to learn, with the result that faster progress is made in a Russian class than in other language courses.

Pointing out that there is emphasis on the practical application of the language, the classes from the beginning and do much writing—Professor Olli said that the students have created very quickly, perhaps creating a demand for more advanced courses in literature and scientific Russian. Then, he said, could be provided if there were enough students expressing the interest to continue.

The last two programs will cover the situation in Poland and the U.S., and Olli indicated that it would ask professors at the college to take part in the forum on France.

Teas . . .

Teas are held by the Student Faculty teas, which were held last term on Friday afternoon and will take place this term on Monday afternoons. The Teas are sponsored by the Student Council and are open to all members of the college. The Student Council and the Presidium have not yet decided on the theme for this year.

Dr. Albert d’Andrea, who succeeded Dr. Eggers in 1948, said that students who were at first reluctant to take the new course found that they “really enjoyed” Art under Professor Olli.

"Among the programs of the USNSA's 'Imperialism — The Main Obstacle to Peace' is the title of the third lecture, to be delivered, according to the program issued, by a speaker from either the Arab League or the Nazi party of the US. This lecture, entitled 'The Issue is Peace,' will be from the USSR, possibly Moshensker, ambassador to the US from the Soviet Union.

The last two programs will cover the situation in Poland and the U.S., and Olli indicated that it would ask professors at the college to take part in the forum on Russia.
Rules of Conduct

A college newspaper often finds itself in a very frustrating position, for while itblacken its editorial columns with criticisms of existing situations and what it considers a fairly complete set of revisions, it suddenly discovers that the entire issue has been forgotten by all concerned.

Fortunately, such is not the case in the matter of the suspension system at the College.

Last term, when five editors of Promethean were summarily suspended while awaiting a hearing on the "suitability" of certain material in the issue, Observation Post emphasized the need for a definite system of regulations for all suspensions. The plan we proposed at that time would make it mandatory for the Student Faculty Disciplinary Committee to hold hearings on possible cases for suspension before any action could be taken. The Committee, which would have investigated all the circumstances, would then be in a position to mete out punishment.

This term, President Gallagher announced that he would attempt to draft such a set of regulations, in a series of informal meetings with members of the Day Session Student Councils, Uptown and Downtown, and the various Deans of the College. We have again offered our suggestion. We certainly do not think that it is the only possible solution, for the problem is complex and would admit many modifications. In our mind, the important thing is that something be done to curtail the suspension of a student, which can be a blot on his permanent college record, should be conducted according to unchanging rules and regulations.

The story of Man Against Apathy

One of the newest additions to the activities on the College campus is the Performance Guild, a welcome sight for its very freshness and for its originality of idea. It is especially gratifying in these times of stagnant apathy to find individuals, such as the Guild's president, Bert Sued, who are determined to boost student activities out of the rut in which they occupy at the present time.

In an interview last semester, Sued indicated the Guild's possibilities when he stated that, "one of the things which could result would be the possibility of a theater on campus."

The Guild presently includes Dramatics, Guild and Sullivan Society, the Beaver Broadcasting Company, the Motion Picture Guild, and the Musical Comedy Society. It promises to provide full-fledged and highly enjoyable entertainment for the College audience, and, above all, to provide an increase in activity on campus.

Recent happenings at the College's newest organization the best of luck and long extending the assurance that we are awaiting its first production with the greatest of enthusiasm.

New Courses Set for Grads

A new graduate school program, leading to a Master of Science degree, will be offered this semester at the College.

This program will enable qualified students to acquire advanced scientific training, primarily in mathematics, and also in physics and engineering.

According to Oscar Zeichner, Associate Dean of the Graduate Studies, this program, unique on this campus because of the complete courses in physics, will be the first in the city to offer graduate physics courses, and to combine the three fields.

The courses to be offered this fall are General Physics, Theory of Functions of a Complex Variable, Advanced Electronics, Mechanics and Physics, Theory, Kinetic Theory, and Nuclear Physics.

___

Joules . . .

A game room with three shuffleboard tables and facilities for chess and checkers has been opened in Room 120-330 Finley. A new graduate student post has been installed here.

Sagging Wing Under Repair

The wing is being converted into a rental hall, meeting rooms and film room. It is 100 feet long, twenty-five feet wide and will accommodate up to 150 people. It holds about one-third the capacity of the Grand Ballroom and twice the number of the largest lecture rooms.

The wing is being used as a meeting place for the students, which can be a blot on his permanent college record, should be conducted according to unchanging rules and regulations.

Postnotes . . .

* Special student discount tickets for Thursday evening's screening of "The Barbarian and the Geisha," a story of Townend Harris, are on sale in Room 100 Finley. They will cost $2.50 each.

* Ralph Bellamy, star of "Sunset Boulevard," and the "Young FDR," Thursday at 12:30 PM in Arrow Auditorium. All tickets will be sponsored by the History Society.

* Le Cercle Français du four will present "Samson: Perfection" at Room 234 Finley on Thursday at 12:30 PM. All tickets will be sponsored by the History Society.

* Appointments for Microcorn pictures can be made in Room 234 Finley on Thursday at 12:30 PM. All tickets will be sponsored by the History Society.

* The making of Maribo and Philip Morris welcome you to another year of fun and games from Old Man, and another year of socializing among friends or non-filter, pick what you please—and what you pick will please you.
Zero Mostel Blooms in 'Ulysses'; Critics Acclaim Off-Broadway Role

A role regarded by many actors as "poison" has become one City man's meat — and manna. The man is Zero Mostel, Class of '35, and the role is that of Leopold Bloom in the successful off-Broadway production of "Ulysses in Nighttown."

The role of Bloom presents additional problems. There had been reports that some actors had shied away from it because they considered Bloom's behavior too embarrassing.

None of the above fazes Zero a bit, however. Not even the one, where, in the company of a prostitute, he turns into a woman.

Highly regarded as a funnyman among comedians because he always dreamed up his own material, he could often be seen performing before audiences on the subway or in a park with a panhandling routine.

In appearance he has been described as an elephant in baggy pants, and as an amalgam of a balloon, a boneless shad and a caricature of the late Mayor La Guardia.

This state of incompatibility between Mostel and clothes dates back to his undergraduate days. Legend has it that while participating in an ROTC review, he started to crumble like an airless accordion when commanded to stand at attention.

"Attention," barked the officer in charge. "Not at ease!"

"Mon capitaine," Zero replied, "it's not me at ease, it's my uniform."

Upon graduation, he began studying for his master's degree, but quit less than a year later and wandered across the country to Mexico, painting as he went.

The Man Who Thinks for Himself

Do you believe society should adopt new ideas at the expense of old traditions?

YES  NO

Are you completely at ease when people watch you at work?

YES  NO

Do you believe you could fool a lie-detector machine if you put your mind to it?

YES  NO

Do you believe emotions ever lead you to do something that seems unreasonable, even to yourself?

YES  NO

Do you try to plan ahead rather than make snap judgment decisions?

YES  NO

If your roommate suddenly inherited a million dollars, are you sure your relationship would remain the same?

YES  NO

Can you honestly say you pay more attention to political issues than to the personalities of the candidates?

YES  NO

The Man Who Thinks for Himself Knows...

ONLY VICEROY HAS A THINKING MAN'S FILTER... A SMOKING MAN'S TASTE!

One more question: Do you think about the filter cigarette you choose or just smoke any brand?

If you're the kind of person who thinks for himself... you use judgment in your choice of cigarettes, as in everything else.

Men and women who think for themselves usually smoke VICEROY. Their reasons? Best in the world. They know the difference between fact and fancy.

They know that only VICEROY has a thinking man's taste.

If you have answered YES to 6 of these questions, you are a person who thinks for himself!

[Image: VICEROY Filter Tip Cigarettes]
Booters Trounce Columbia 6-0 at Lewishohn, Saturday

By PETER FRANKLIN

Lion meat was the entire Saturday when the Beaver Booters defeated the Columbia University soccermen, 6-0, at the Lewishohn Stadium barbecue pit.

A driving rain, a field of mud, and "The Number One Booster Team in the United States," proved to be an indigestible dish for Columbia.

The newly-formed Lion Squad made its debut in the exhibition tilt. When the team officially opened its season, it will have gained inter-collegiate status for the first time in Morningside history.

Previously the Columbia booters were titled a "club" and competed as such.

The pre-game press release issued by Columbia University stated, "Columbia is in way over its head in this one" was right. The Lions played hard but just couldn't keep up to the pressing Beaver offense.

The Beaver Booters started slowly but at 10:40 of the first quarter Eric Bienstock sent the first goal tallied into the nets. Taking the rebound from a corner shot by Les Solney, Bienstock couldn't keep up to the pressing Beaver offense.

The Beaver Booters started slowly but at 10:40 of the first quarter Eric Bienstock sent the first goal tallied into the nets. Taking the rebound from a corner shot by Les Solney, Bienstock couldn't keep up to the pressing Beaver offense.

Tying the record at the ten minute mark. Billy Sund and Harry Carlin

John Parasos

The Beavers led 2-0 at the end of the first half.

When City came back on the field in the second half with the addition of Isiah Clark, Leon Manfredi, Claude Spinosa, Gabe Schlissler, Marco Wachter and Jon Parasos (who showed up late because they thought the game was cancelled because of rain) the Lavender offense really began to move.

Billy Sund dribbled a shot into the Lion Neys at the five minute mark and Schlissler followed up with a long kick for the two Beaver goals of the third quarter. Sund scored again in the fourth quarter at the 10:15 mark on a short kick from the left corner. Anastasios Soukas, the newcomer to the Lavender squad tallied for the last goal of the game with just thirty seconds left. Soukas' goal was scored on a twenty yard kick straight down the center.

While the game served no other purpose than a good work-out session for the Columbia squad, the Lavender were able to iron out many of their ills. Although members of the City team did show up late, it was a full-squad game in the second half this was important because the Beavers have not been able to get many practice sessions under the belts so far this season. Coach Harry Karns has cited this lack of practice as the main reason for the fair showing of the team in Navy-CCNY game earlier this season.

The Lavender season will officially open tomorrow when the Beavers face the United States Merchant Marine Academy team at Kings Point. Last year the Beavers defeated the Merchant Mariners. If past records mean anything City should easily repeat last year's win.

The Beavers will be seeking their sixth Metropolitan Conference Title in a row this year, and their seventh in eight years. To date they have been undefeated in thirty-two consecutive league games since 1953.

With the exception of Long Island University, the Beavers will play the same schedule as last year. They have the double duty of defending the Met title and the United States title.

According to Coach Karlin, "At present the arrangements for post season play-offs for the Beavers have not been decided on definitely." "There is," he continued, "a good chance that City will compete in any play-offs. Of course, this depends on our record this year." Professor Karlin added.

The first home game for the Beavers will be against LIU on Saturday, October 11 in Lewishohn Stadium.

Sigma Beta Phi

Intra-murals...

Summer, weary athletes, get ready. The College's intra-sports program will soon get into high gear.

This year will include volleyball, basketball, football, handball, shuffleboard, boxing, wrestling, gymnastics, and swimming.

Students can obtain applications in Room 105 Wangers.

Innovation on Campus:

Electric Scoring System Introduced Into Fenci

A new electrical system of scoring will be used in College's fencing this fall.

Beaver coach Ed Lucia who fought for this system in the Inter-Collegiate Athletic Association and brought about its use in his U.S. Olympic team's matches was enthusiastic. "By this system," he said, "scoring will be infallible."

"Others feared electric systems due to excessive perspiration would cause a possible short circuit. He feels that the possibility of short circuits reduced by frequent use of a greased and cleaner rack and winding, finally, the players reasserted that even should the rack "chock," its effect be "negligible."

Once a player is "hit," he will not be able to touch a bell ring, a green light flashes on. But if illegal touch is made, a sound and a red light flash either case, play is halted for preparation for the next blow.

Students will be returned on Tuesday, September 30.

Used Book Exchange

Money for sold books will be returned

EVEN THURSDAY IN OCTOBER—12 NOON-4 PM AND 6 PM-8PM
EVERY FRIDAY IN OCTOBER—2 PM-4:30 PM

Books will be returned on

EVEN FRIDAY IN OCTOBER—2 PM to 4:30 PM

For Evening Session students Book Return only will be made on
Tuesday 8 and 15 from 5:30-8 PM.

INSTRUCTIONS

Check the list posted in corridors. Only the numbers of books that have not been sold will be listed.

Present your seller receipts at room 207. You will receive a check sheet for your receipts. Allow about 20 to 30 minutes for processing. Then go to room 206 to pick up your proceeds.

Books will be returned in Room 207.